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Minutes 
Essex County Planning Commission 

Regular Meeting 
October 3, 2023 

7:00 P.M. 

A regular meeting of the Essex County Planning Commission was held on September 5, 2023, at 
the Essex County School Board Office, Tappahannock, Virginia. 

Present: 
David Jones – Chairman 
Angelo Stevens – Vice Chairman 
Stephen Walters – via phone at 7:15 pm 
Jean Segar  
Trent Taliaferro 
Benjamin Scott Mundie 
  
Absent: 
Wright Andrews 
 
Also present: 
Brian Barnes – Zoning Administrator  
Kelly McKnight – Planning and Zoning Office Manager  
  
CALL TO ORDER 

David Jones, Chairman, called the regular meeting of the Planning Commission to order at 7:00 
pm. 

ROLL CALL 

Chairman Jones asked Ms. McKnight to call the roll. A quorum was met. 

MEETING AGENDA 

 Chairman Jones stated he would like to move the approval of the minutes to the end of the 
meeting. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Jacon Carasella who is Director of Community Outreach which is for nonprofit energy rights and 
travels the state to educate community leaders and local officials on the best practices and 
benefits of energy projects.  We do believe in all the above approaches and really capitalize on 
property rights with consideration of neighbor’s rights as well and emphasize on economic 
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benefits of revolutionize what you can do in the world and Virginia.  I am a lifelong Virginian 
from Williamsburg, and I am not too far from you all and would live an opportunity to come up 
and meet with you all and discuss how it looks like in Essex County and what you have learned 
and maybe we can collaborate to figure out better solutions from what you have heard from 
constituents.  “Thank you very much and I am glad to be here.” 

PUBLIC HEARING 

None  

OLD BUSINESS 

None 

NEW BUSINESS 

Discuss issues with Agricultural and Forestry language in the Essex County Zoning Ordinance 

Mr. Barnes brought before the board the directive from the Board of Supervisors to discuss 
issues with Agricultural and Forestry language in the Essex County Zoning Ordinance. Mr. 
Barnes brought the new book and the old book if you would like to pass it around.  Kelly sent 
via email a memo with the description of the directive as well as the staff findings.  Including in 
the minutes is what Mr. Barnes, Zoning Administrator, presented. 
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 Mr.  Barnes stated that it would ever you do with the ordinance whatever kind of amendments that you 
propose to take your time, think about it and maybe make it a one and done approach.  Just take your 
time because there is not any pressure to get it done in a month or two.  

Chairman David Jones asked the question “what is the downside to having it in every district?” In other 
words what is the negative if we had it in R1, R2, A1, A2 or industrial or whatever if we have it in all of it 
and it looks like we do, and it has not been a problem so what is the downside? 

Mr. Barnes stated that it is the complaints from folks that may be taking it and abusing it.  If you have 
AG and by right, it is also by right residential, and someone says I am not clearing land for a shed without 
permits says I am farming it.  I have seen it in my career that a guy with a one-acre waterfront lot 
claiming it is a farm. 

Chairman Jones asked if that can be corrected with a size like residential.  There seems to me that we 
can put some conditions on it, and I am just making it up like proximity to X conditions or whatever> 
Chairman Jones said that right behind the waterfront is corn fields wheat fields, bean fields except a lot 
of our waterfront is agricultural.  Chairman Jones said that he wants them to think about that. 

Mr. Barnes said that one of the things he used to do as a staff guy with that problem especially if it was a 
zoning complaint that you are investigating, I would say sir I don’t think you are a farm, do you file a 
schedule F every year? Anyone that has a farm would file a schedule F with their taxes which is a profit 
and loss statement from farming. That is a great advantage if you are doing that because you can write 
off a lot of things that other businesses cannot.  If they say “what is that” then they are not a farmer. I 
think that would hold up in court if a zoning case did go to court, but different counties do things 
differently. You really need to have your ducks in a row in case someone comes in with their lawyer 
because you are pretty much done unless you appeal it.  I think that size limit might be ok, and I think 
that is worthy of discussion.  I seriously think as you amend the comp plan things that you put in there 
that encourage people.  You don’t want to discourage gardening; you don’t want to discourage people 
using as anybody in forestry might own a ten-acre wood lot knows sometimes getting somebody out to 
look at a piece of land like that to market that timber is hard because it is too small to justify cutting.  If 
you go in there and use alternate methods maybe merchandise that timber sometimes a neighbor 
perceives that as a violation.  As important as agricultural and forestry is important in this county you 
need to have AG by right as broadly as you can. 

Chairman Jones said does one thing that helps us under the definition that you gave us says quote 
unquote says agricultural land needs real estate in the Commonwealth used or zoned in a manner that 
permits the use of real estate for an agricultural operation.  So, when I read that today I thought used 
means that is what is being used for or was used for.  It doesn’t say zoned for it says used for.  If I come 
in and have three acres and I lived beside somebody doesn’t want me there but that piece of property 
but what is that property used for.  I think that can help us in the sense that is what it is being used for.  
If I have one acre on the water and I say I am going to strip it for silviculture to one acre that property 
has not been used for silviculture or agriculture.   

Mr. Taliaferro said he read it twice and tried to understand it and if it is zoned A1 or A2 or agricultural in 
any fashion then the county cannot prohibit any agricultural use so that is by right, any other zoning 
designation can be regulated it is not by right. So, what we have at the moment are a lot of 
nonconforming geese.  If someone has a piece of property zoned I1 or B1 or B2 and it has been farmed 
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forever but along comes a government use program, what happens if the land is left fallow for one year? 
Or the forestry department has deal and they plant trees in it then fifteen years you get pulp wood and 
then you plant corn back.  Same piece of property. 

Mr. Mundie said that it has still been used. 

Mr. Barnes said that in general zoning in Virginia you are prior nonconforming use is good for two years.  
If that use ceases for two years or more, it’s over. I will give you a for instance.  Say my granddad had a 
little restaurant on the side of the road, sold a little bit of gas, had a restaurant there and over the years 
he added to it is probably a twenty-table café, but it is still zoned A2, and it was that way forever. Comes 
along 2023 let’s say 2020 granddad said COVID and everything shuts down forget it I’m done, and it sits 
there and especially he says lets go ahead and demolish the place because it is all old and rotten and 
twenty four months go by and he comes back and his nephew or niece say that they want to build the 
cafe back better than it was before or maybe even the same size county staff is going to tell them no 
that you have to reapply or rezone. 

Mr. Taliaferro is forestry, timber, cropping considered interchangeable with row cropping, cultivating 
cropping? 

Mr. Barnes said yes, AG and forestry are generally zoned together. Through the economic crisis in 2008, 
2009 you may have seen land that were rezoned or maybe subdivided to an area you saw it all across 
the Commonwealth and they become fallow and maybe the subdivider becomes bankrupt, and it comes 
under a new ownership what are we going to do let it grow up in weeds? So, they let someone farm it 
for a while.  Places like that are still being farmed.  Even though they might be platted for subdivision 
underneath so rather than letting the place become unkept or wild again the property owner will let 
someone farm it again.   

Mr. Taliaferro said in your conversation with Tommy Blackwell, the I2 or the I1 property that farmed and 
been farmed is that being taxed for land use or being taxed for zoning. 

Mr. Barnes said that is being taxed at the lower land use rate. 

Mr. Taliaferro said so if someone wants to come in a build an industrial building and so by right, they 
have an industrial building and they convert the use then they still have to pay the five years of back 
taxes. 

Mr. Barnes stated that was correct. 

Chairman Jones gave an example of the little tower he has on his farm 100 x 100 feet they taxed it at the 
commercial rate because of the use that is on it. 

Mr. Barnes handed out what Mr. Stephen Walters wrote up about the current zoning ordinance vs the 
old zoning ordinance.   
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 Mr. Barnes stated that it worked for Essex County for a long time.  He doesn’t have the benefits of 
asking a staff person who has been here for twenty-five years to ask if there have been as many AG 
complaints now as there were in the past.  I have asked citizens and listened to comments.  When I have 
looked through old files, I don’t see many AG complaints coming in. Mr. Barnes stated that we do 
receive some AG zoning complaints.  Since I have been here, we have fielded three. 

Chaiman Jones asked what were they?  

Mr. Barnes stated they had one was agricultural aviation.  People were having cover crop over flown.  
People don’t understand that they could be dropping clover seed and not chemicals.  We looked into it 
and Tim Smith looked at it together.  Another complaint was about farming where farming has been 
going on for years, the corn was tall, and they didn’t like that.   

Chairman Jones asked the question if we could look at other counties in the state on how they do things. 

Mr. Barnes said that he has already started looking at other counties such as Surry County, 
Northumberland County. 
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Mr. Taliaferro asked the question; how do you classify agritourism?  

Mr. Barnes said that is a good question and should put it on your to do list and discuss that as well.  

Ms. Segar said that Wind Farms is agriculture because someone said that he can put a restaurant in, and 
some say that he can’t.  The way he built it, it can’t be a restaurant. 

Mr. Barnes said that you can provide food sales to the public in some kind of threshold but then at some 
point you will become a restaurant and no longer a farm. 

Ms. Seagar added be smart for everybody to build agricultural because it would save people a lot of 
money. 

Mr. Barnes said that is a danger too because then people will say all I have to have my restaurant is to 
call it a farm and then I can become a restaurant. 

Ms. Seagar said it is really against the law unless you find some kind of loophole. 

Chairman Jones said if you read what is under farm winery it says title 4.1 to market and sell their 
product shall be reasonable and shall take into account the economic impact of the farm winery and 
such restrictions that are agricultural in nature shall take into effect and events and whether such 
activities are usual, and customary are for farm winery throughout the Commonwealth.  They give them 
a lot of latitude.  Where they want to give them a threshold where they go from the wine to the alcohol. 

Mr. Barnes said where that threshold is that is more of a Building Official question and Ernie Sadler 
would be able to spit that right out. 

Chairman Jones said that when the state first introduced the winery they didn’t come in and asked the 
jurisdictions, they told you that you would incorporate that into your ordinance and told you what you 
would say. Same way with the oyster trail.  I know that Wind is in communication with the County. 

Mr. Barnes said that we are not calling anybody out, we are just talking about a local issue. 

Ms. Seagar said that the restaurant part they can have food there but cannot prepare it there.  He can 
get food from other places. 

Chairman Jones said that he has a food truck there. 

Ms. Seagar said that is legal for him. 

Mr. Barnes said that you have your mind right on this.  You don’t want to cut people off because there 
can be a lot of fun things and beneficial and keep land in a natural use and live next door to. 

Mr. Mundie said that what better way to preserve the rural character and scenic beauty, open spaces, 
green spaces so many people say that they are drawn to this area for.  I don’t think there is any better 
where to preserve that than to allow it to continue to happen throughout the county. I do see where it 
could be abused but I don’t see any language that we could use to completely rule out any abuse.  I do 
feel like it was no one’s intent to make this sort of change for the old ordinance to this ordinance.  I 
believe it just slipped by. 
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Chairman Jones said that the use matrix that I never liked what we went along with, but we allowed it to 
happen.  Like Brian said there are other things found in there.  When we were going through, the 
motions I said this would not be perfect and things will come up.  Once we enacted it things will come 
up. 

Mr. Taliaferro said I remember you saying that the Board of Supervisors is breathing down our neck, it’s 
not going to be perfect, but we need to get it passed.   

Mr. Mundie said this is not just about someone that farms for a living or has land that they want 
someone to take care of.  This includes the person that builds a house and wants a family garden.  This 
can fall under this category.  

Chairman Jones asked how do we want to move forward.  One suggestion is that we can get some 
information from other jurisdictions that are about our size. 

Mr. Mundie asked Brian if he had any information on the AG and forestry. 

Mr. Barnes said that he met with the AG and Forestry, and he gave them the memo that he gave the 
Planning Commission.  They are interested in seeing the Planning Commission’s work on this.   

Mr. Bates said he would like to have a joint meeting. 

Mr. Mundie said what if we can provide the comps and then provide that information to the AG and 
Forestry Board.  

Mr. Barnes said that the AG and Forestry Board can be used more in this county for various issues.  Mr. 
Barnes said when he gets back to the office, he will begin working on this and getting comps and lay it 
out in chart form with documentation.  I look at that and will bring it back to the board. 

Mr. Mundie asked the question what does some of the other matrixes look like? 

Mr. Barnes said take your time. 

Ms. Segar said Surry County is a large County. 

Mr. Barnes said yes, it is. 

Mr. Mundie said he would like to see Isle of Wright’s Ordinance.   

Mr. Barnes said he knows that Isle of Wright did a lot of innovated stuff with solar when that was 
coming around with making sure their AG industry was ready for that and not adversely impact it.  It’s 
not a huge hurry, just think about it and that is what we will work on. 

Chairman Jones said so you will have stuff for us next month. 

Mr. Barnes said yes.  As far as other business there are things floating around but I don’t have anything 
that are not rezoning. Mr. Barnes is going to work on putting things on the website. 

Barry Bates spoke and said that the new zoning ordinance is not in accordance with the zoning 
ordinance 15.228 localities may not require a special use permit for   certain agricultural activities.  A 
zoning ordinance shall not require that a special use permit be obtained for any production agricultural 
that is zones agricultural district for classification.  We now have conditional use in the new matrix for 
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intensive AG and that is not legal in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Your setbacks we will talk about 
later.  We need to get it right because we are not in compliance right now. 

Mr. Mundie showed his certificate from the Planning Commission class that he took.  He said he and Mr. 
Walters networked with other people in their class and they all had ideas and that is why he mentioned 
Isle of wright.  He said that Isle of Wright has county emails and business cards.  One of the best parts of 
the course is that we are not doing a bad job.  It was good to get to know fellow Commissioners. 

Mr. Walters said that it was a lot of fun and they gave a good overview of the process we are going to be 
going through with the comprehensive plan.  What data we need to get, what you need to think about 
and how you need to structure it.  It really prepared us for the next cycle.   

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Chairman Jones asked if there were any corrections or additions needed for the September 5, 
2023, minutes? Commissioner Taliaferro made a motion to approve the minutes as presented. 
Commissioner Segar seconded the motion. AYES: 6 NAYES: 0 ABSENT: 

 

  ADJOURN 

Having no further discussion, a motion to adjourn was made and seconded. AYES: 6, NAYES: 0, 
ABSENT:1 

 

 

_____________________________ 

David Jones, Chairman 

 

 

 


